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U.S. to See Nearly $3 Billion in Project Restarts This Summer Across 

Multiple Industries 

A wide variety of industrial sectors in the U.S., from power generation to chemical processing, are seeing projects that 

previously had been canceled or placed on hold return to an active status. Industrial Info is track[ ... ] 

I Continue reading - I 

Rare Earth: Not Just a Rock Band from the '70s 

Rare Earth elements were back in the news recently after Chinese media outlets hinted China could restrict rare-earth 

exports to the U.S. as part of the ongoing trade tensions between the two nations. Industrial Info is [ ... ] 

I Continue reading - I 

U.S. Natural Gas Liquids Production on the Increase 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports that production of hydrocarbon gas liquids (HGLs) in the U.S. 

increased by 500,000 barrels per day (BBUd) last year over 2017 levels, reaching 5 million BBUd. Mo[ ... ] 

I Continue reading - I 

Billions Spent Each Year on Care and Feeding of Nuclear Power 

Plants 

Despite a near halt in the construction of new nuclear power units for the past 30 years, the U.S. remains the world's 

largest producer of nuclear power, with 98 operating reactors producing 807 billion kilowatt-hours (k [ ... ] 

I Continue reading - I 

Join Industrial Info for a Webinar on the Global Chemical Processing 

Outlook 

Industrial Info is pleased to be presenting a complimentary webinar on the outlook for the global on July 18 at 9 a.rn. CDT 

(10 a.m. EDT) 

I Continue reading - I 

Upcoming Webinars 

Industrial Info Resources is pleased to present our upcoming market outlook schedule focusing on our core industries. 

Click below to learn more about upcoming events where Industrial Info will be hosting. 

I Continue reading - I 
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U.S. to See Nearly $3 Billion in Project Restarts This Summer Across Multiple 

Industries 

A wide variety of industrial sectors in the U S., from power generation to chemical processing, are seeing projects that previously had been canceled or placed on 

hold return to an active status. Industrial Info is tracking nearly $2.8 billion worth of projects that have had their restarts verified within the past year and are set to 

begin construction before the end of the summer. 

Top 10 U.S. Sectors for Project Restarts, Summer 2019 
Based on project information in Industrial Info's North American Project Platform 
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Two of the largest to have been restarted since the beginning of the year, with a combined estimated value of $850 million, are Corpus Christi Polymers LL C's 

(Jakarta, Indonesia) purified terephthalic acid (PTA) unit and polyethylene terephthalate (PEn plant at its polymers complex in Corpus Christi, Texas. The 

project originally started in 2011, when it was owned by M&G USA Corporation, but construction ceased in 2017 when M&G filed for bankruptcy as construction was 

in progress 

Corpus Christi Polymers LLC, a joint venture among lndorama Corporation (Jakarta, Indonesia}, Alpek S.AB. de CV. (Monterrey, Mexico) and Far Eastern

Investment Holding Limited (Taipei, Taiwan), acquired the idled assets and announced earlier this year that construction would resume. As currently envisioned, the 

units would produce 2.6 billion pounds per year of PTA and 2.2 billion pounds per year of PET For more information, see Industrial Info's reports on the PTA and PET

projects. 

The power-generation sector is home to a pair of renewable energy projects on opposite side of the country that each saw their kickoff dates delayed more than two 

years NextEra Energy lncorporated's (NYSE:NEE) (Juno Beach, Florida) $480 million Wheatridge Wind Energy Facility in Echo, Oregon, which is expected to 

generate 300 megawatts (MW), and Sun8 PDC LLC's (Washington D C ) $17.4 million Dryden Road solar farm in Dryden, New York, which is expected to 

generate 10 MW. Separately, the Wheatridge complex features a 30-MW battery storage system and a 50-MW solar farm. For more information, see Industrial Info's 

project reports on the Wheatridge and Dryden Road projects. 

Alternative energy also is fueling some of the recent growth in the automotive sector, including Lucid Motors USA lncorporated's (Menlo Park, California) $250 

million electric car-manufacturing plant in Casa Grande, Arizona, which will have an initial capacity of 20,000 vehicles per year. Lucid first announced plans for 

the facility in November 2016, but the project was delayed amid financing issues. Late last year, the Saudi Public Investment Fund boosted its prospects with a $1 

billion investment in Lucid, and planning for the Casa Grande plant was revived earlier this year. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report. 

The Petroleum Refining Industry has a flurry of planned maintenance projects set to kick off between now and the end of September, as it struggles to process the 

rapidly growing production of light, sweet crude from booming U.S. shale plays. But it trails all other energy-related industries in project restarts slated for this 

summer, with only one on the books Marathon Petroleum Corporation's (NYSE:MPC) (Findlay, Ohio) $15 million fluid catalytic cracker unit (FCCU) upgrade at 

its refinery in Saint Paul Park, Minnesota. Marathon, which took over the refinery as part of its $23 billion buyout of Andeavor Corporation last year, expects to 

replace key components of the 28,500-barrel-per-day FCCU. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report. 

Please enter any questions or suggestions below. 

Questions/Suggestions: 

SEND 
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Rare Earth: Not Just a Rock Band from the '70s 

Rare earth elements were back in the news recently after Chinese media outlets hinted China could restrict rare-earth exports to the U.S. as part of  the ongoing trade 

tensions between the two nations. Industrial Info is tracking more than $9.5 billion in rare-earth mining project activity 

Global Rare Earths Mining Project Activity 
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There are 17 rare-earth elements, many of which are used in the production of a variety of items, including aircraft engines, magnets, communications devices, 

satellites and electric car engines. 

From 2014 through 2017, China accounted 80% of the rare-earth imports by the U.S., according to a U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) report China's rare-earth 

mining production quota amounted to 120,000 tons last year, or more than 70% of worldwide production, but actual production of rare-earth-oxide equivalent was 

estimated to be at least 180,000 tons, according to China's Ministry of Commerce. 

"Illegal and undocumented production in China continued despite government efforts," the USGS report said. 

The situation has prompted the U.S. Defense Department to seek new federal funds to increase domestic production of rare earth minerals, according to Reuters. 

Presently, there is only one operating rare-earth mining and processing facility in the U.S. 

On June 4, the Trump administration announced a federal strategy to locate domestic supplies of minerals deemed critical to the U.S. economy and security, 

including rare earths, and to streamline the permitting process to access those supplies via mining or other means. Currently, the U.S. is "import-reliant (imports are 

greater than 50% of annual consumption) for 31 of the 35 minerals designated as critical by the Department of the Interior," according to the strategy report, and 

"does not have any domestic production and relies completely on imports to supply its demand for 14 critical minerals." 

MAJOR IMPORT SOURCES OF NONFUEL MINERAL COMMODITIES 

FOR WHICH THE UNITED STATES WAS GREATER THAN 50% NET IMPORT RELIANT IN 2018 
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For more information, see December 28, 2017, article - Presidential Order Could Give Boost to U.S. "Critical Minerals" Miners and May 30, 2019, article - Price Crash 

Raises New Doubts About Planned North American Lithium Mines. 

Industrial Info is tracking a small number of U.S. rare-earth mining projects, all in the planning stages. Among them is Texas Mineral Resources Corporation's (Sierra 

Blanca, Texas) rare-earth/scandium recovery pilot plant in Ebervale, Pennsylvania. The company is working with a consortium of other companies and Penn State 

University on the proposed 250-ton-per-day facility, which would be used to determine the economic viability of profitably producing scandium and other rare earth 

minerals associated with coal waste material from Pennsylvania anthracite coal. A $20 million grant is being sought from the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) to 

fund the project In April, Texas Mineral Resources said it had successfully produced high-purity rare earth elements from coal mining waste material, using a $1 

million DOE grant For more information, see Industrial Info's project report. 

Projects in Canada and Greenland dominate the planned North American rare-earth investments being tracked by Industrial Info. 

In Canada, SOQUEM Incorporated (Quebec City, Quebec), a subsidiary of lnvestissement Quebec Corporation (Quebec City) and Focus Graphite (Kingston, 

Ontario) have formed a 50:50 joint venture to build the Kwyjibo underground rare earth elements mine and mill near Sept-lies in Quebec. The operation would 

produce 174,000 tons per year of rare-earth elements concentrate from 387,000 tons per year of milled feed ore over a 10-year mine life. Construction would kick off 

in 2023, with completion planned for 2025. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report. 

In Greenland, a joint venture between Greenland Minerals Limited (Perth, Australia) and Sheng he Resources Holding Company Limited (Chengdu, China) is 

planning the Nassaq Kvanefjeld rare-earth/uranium hydrometallurgical planVrefinery addition. The facility would produce 23,000 tons per year of rare earth and 1 

million pounds per year of uranium from a planned above-ground mine. The construction kickoff is planned for later this year, with completion in 2020. For more 

information, see Industrial Info's project report 

Please enter any questions or suggestions below. 

Questions/Suggestions: 

SEND 
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U.S. Natural Gas Liquids Production on the Increase 

The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) reports that production of hydrocarbon gas liquids (HGLs) in the U.S. increased by 500,000 barrels per day (BBUd) 

last year over 2017 levels, reaching 5 million BBUd. Most of the increase in HGLs came from natural gas liquids (NGLs),which include ethane, propane, normal 

butane, isobutane and natural gasoline. HGLs also include olefins and liquefied petroleum gases produced at refineries, but production of these has remained 

relatively flat since 2010, according to the agency Industrial Info is tracking billions of dollars of U.S. NGL-related projects, including fractionation facilities, pipelines 

and downstream petrochemical projects. 

Most of the NGL projects are located in areas of high production, such as Texas and Oklahoma. A prominent location for these projects is Mont Belvieu, Texas, 

where Industrial Info is tracking more than $11 billion in active projects. Among these is ONEOK lncorporated's (NSYE OKE) (Tulsa,Oklahoma) construction of a 

fourth and fifth fractionator (MB-4 and MB-5) at its facility there. The fractionators will each add 125,000 BBUd of fractionation capacity, bringing the facility's total 

capacity to 400,000 BBUd. For more information, see Industrial Info's project reports on MB-4 and MB-5. Such projects are prominent in the area. 

Among the companies with NGL-related projects further downstream is Enterprise Products Partners LP (NYSE:EPD) (Houston, Texas), which is constructing 

isobutane and propane dehydrogenation units in Mont Belvieu. The company's second propane dehydrogenation unit at the facility will use 35,000 BBUd of propane 

as feedstock for a propylene production capacity of 1.65 billion pounds per year. Construction is expected to wrap up in the summer of 2022. For more information, 

see Industrial Info's project report 

Construction on Enterprise's isobutane dehydrogenation unit kicked off in early 2018 and is expected to be completed by the end of this year. The unit will consume 

30,000 BBUd of isobutane to produce 425,000 metric tons per year of isobutylene. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report. 

According to the EIA, ethane and propane account for tw0-thirds of all HGL production, and exports of these NGLs seem to be growing. Among the ethane export 

projects being tracked by Industrial Info is American Ethane's (Houston) ethane export terminal in Nederland, Texas. The terminal will liquefy 8 million to 10 million 

tons per year of ethane and will include an 800,000-BBUd liquid ethane storage tank. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report The ethane will supply

three ethylene production facilities in China, a type of project which also is becoming big business in the U.S. with growing ethane production 

Among the most prominent of U.S. ethane-cracker (ethylene production) projects is Royal Dutch Shell's (NYSE:RDS-A) construction of a cracker in Monaca,

Pennsylvania, to utilize the NGLs coming from the region's Marcellus Shale. Construction of the facility, which also includes several derivative units, began in early 

2017 and is expected to be completed in the first half of next year. The facility will produce 1.5 million tons per year of ethylene For more information, see Industrial 

Info's project report. 

With the construction of so many NGL-related facilities comes the need to move the NGLs from production site to endpoint, and Industrial Info is tracking several 

such projects, including those being constructed by Enterprise and ONEOK. Among the NGL pipeline projects set to kick off soon is Permico Energia LLC's 

(Houston) 510-mile, Y-grade NGL pipeline, which will run from the Permian Basin through the Eagle Ford Shale to Permico's planned NGL fractionator in Corpus 

Christi, Texas. The pipeline will transport 330,000 BBUd. Construction is set to kick off this summer and be completed by the end of next year. Construction of the 

150,000-BBL/d fractionator will follow approximately the same schedule. For more information, see Industrial Info's project reports on the pipeline and fractionator. 

U.S. production of NGLs remains strong and seems poised to continue growing In the company's second-quarter earnings conference call, Phillips 66 (NYSE:PSX) 

Chief Executive Officer Greg Garland said that even beyond the addition of two 150,00-BBUd fractionators at its Sweeny complex on the Texas Gulf Coast at the 

cost of $1.5 billion, there was "strong customer interest to support investment in additional fractionation capacity. 

Please enter any questions or suggestions below. 

Questions/Suggestions: 

SEND 
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Billions Spent Each Year on Care and Feeding of Nuclear Power Plants 

Despite a near halt in the construction of new nuclear power units for the past 30 years, the U.S. remains the world's largest producer of nuclear power, with 98 

operating reactors producing 807 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) in 2018, about 20% of the nation's total electrical output, according to the World Nuclear Association. 

And although seven nuclear reactors have been shut down since 2013, nuclear power generation capacity in the U.S. at the end of last year was about the same as 

total capacity in 2003, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) 

In addition to plant capacity uprates, both the World Nuclear Association and the EIA cite improved and shorter refueling times and maintenance as a factor in the 

steady role of nuclear power in the U.S. energy mix. 

Industrial Info is tracking more than 50 nuclear plant refueling maintenance outages valued at $1.12 billion that are planned to kick off from June this year through 

May 2020. 

U.S. Nuclear Maintenance Refueling Activity June 2019-May 2020 
Based on project information in Industrial Info's North American Project Platform 
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Nuclear power sites generally refuel every one to two years, depending on the design of the plant, according to XCEED Engineering & Consulting PC. (Rochester, 

New York) During an outage, nearly the entire plant can be disassembled and inspected or repaired/replaced, said XCEED, adding, "It's not uncommon for the 

number of people on-site at a plant to triple during an outage." 

The typical refueling outage for U.S. nuclear plants is 35 days, according to Duke Energy Corporation (NYSEDUK) (Charlotte, North Carolina), citing Nuclear Energy 

Institute data. 

The industry's outage seasons are usually in the spring and fall. Nuclear outages peaked this spring in mid-April, amounting to about 17.7 gigawatts (GW), or 17.8% 

of total U.S. capacity of about 99.4 GW, according to the EIA. 

As an example, Indiana Michigan Power's Donald C. Cook Nuclear Plant Unit 1 near Bridgman, Michigan, completed a 65-day outage in early May In addition to 

refueling the reactor and performing regular maintenance and testing work, the outage included inspection and replacement of baffle bolts, which support internal 

components of the reactor vessel, said the wholly owned subsidiary of American Electric Power (NYSE:AEP) (Columbus, Ohio) 

Also completed during the Cook unit outage was a main generator stator rewind, a reactor coolant pump motor and pump seal refurbishment, and various 

instrumentation and control system modernizations. Prior to the outage, Cook's Unit 1 had operated for 463 consecutive days at a capacity factor of 102.2%, 

generating 11,727,171 megawatt-hours of electricity. For more information on the $26 million outage, see Industrial Info's project report. 

Total U.S. nuclear outages had dropped to about 7.1 GW, or 7.2% of total capacity, as of June 4, according to the EIA. Outages are expected to peak again in late 

October-early November. They amounted to 24.3 GW in late October last year. 

One of the high-dollar outages planned for later this year is for Evergy lncorporated's (NYSE:EVRG) (Kansas City, Missouri) Wolf Creek Nuclear Power Station near 

Burlington, Kansas. The $35 million refueling outage at the 1, 160-MW Unit 1 is planned to kick off in September and last for 40 days BHI Energy (Weymouth, 

Massachusetts) is working on the maintenance scope. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report 

Near Bay City, Texas, a $28 million refueling maintenance outage at Unit 2 of NRG Energy lncorporated's (NYSE NRG) (Princeton, New Jersey) South Texas Project 

Nuclear Generating Station is planned to start in October. The 34-day outage will continue into November. BHI Energy and Day & Zimmermann (Philadelphia, 

Pennsylvania) are the project contractors. For more information, see Industrial Info's project report 

Please enter any questions or suggestions below. 

Questions/Suggestions: 

SEND 
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Join Industrial Info for a Webinar on the Global Chemical Processing Outlook 

Industrial Info is pleased to be presenting a complimentary webinar on the outlook for the global Chemical Processing Industry on July 18 at 9 a.m. CDT (10 a.m. 

EDT) 

Capacity investment projects in the U.S. continue at a prolific pace in response to continued low feedstock and energy costs. Similarly, inexpensive methanol is 

fueling investment trends in China for methanol-to-olefins (MTO) projects. Crude-oil volatility has returned, and this will potentially slow some naphtha-based projects 

in Asia, although demand growth for chemicals globally remains strong, and there is a very favorable outlook on spending for the Chemical Industry globally 

Join us as we discuss these and other topics, including: 

• Summaries of planned petrochemical capacity additions

• Future spending outlined by world region

• Demonstrations of spending by industry segment

• A focus on key market drivers influencing future spending

• Capital spending by project type (expansions, additions, etc.)

Join us for this informative webinarl Make sure to RSVP today! 

Please enter any questions or suggestions below. 

Questions/Suggestions: 

SEND 
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THE NAVIGATIIR • UPCOMING EVENTS 

Upcoming Webinars 

► Upcoming Webinars

Industrial Info Resources is pleased to present our upcoming market outlook schedule focusing on our core industries. Don't miss these live and on line opportunities 

to obtain insight into global market trends for the coming year and access valuable information from IIR's industry experts 
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